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The fundamental principle of just compensation is 
that property owners should be placed in as good of 
a position as if the condemnation had not occurred. 
Unfortunately, that is not always the case, even if the 
property owners are compensated for the fair mar-
ket value of their real property. For example, con-
demned property owners are usually not entitled to 
compensation for going concern value. As relevant 
here, condemned property owners—assuming they 
do not shut down their businesses—are forced to 
relocate, which can be an overwhelming burden. In 
this article, we review the development and applica-
tion of federally-mandated payments for relocation 
expenses.

As a general matter, absent legislation authorizing 
such payments, the Constitution does not require as 
part of “just compensation” the costs of moving per-
sonal property. For example, in 1945, the Supreme 
Court noted that “compensation for [property] 
interest[s] does not include … the expense of mov-
ing removable fixtures and personal property from 
the premises.”1

The theory behind this rule was that “the loss 
incurred [in relocating] is not a taking, even though 
incurring such moving costs may result in substan-
tial hardship to the owner.”2 Additionally, courts 

regarded relocation costs as too speculative and 
hypothetical to be compensable, ignoring that 
moving expenses can often be ascertained with far 
more certainty than other factors courts deemed 
compensable, such as the potential use of the con-
demned property. As one can imagine, this rule left 
many residential and commercial property owners 
in a precarious position.

Over time, several states and the federal govern-
ment began expanding the scope of payments 
available for relocation expenses. To understand 
the impetus for this development, one has to con-
sider the historical context. By today’s standards, 
early American life was rural, and property was far 
less valuable. Condemnation was also far less com-
mon, because “[t]here were vast tracts available in 
the public domain and the governmental activities 
were limited.”3 When the government did condemn 
property, it typically did not result in significant 
moving expenses.4 As an extreme example, in the 
South, courts often ruled that there was no duty to 
compensate property owners “at all for unimproved 
land” because “[i]ts value ... was said to be so small 
that its taking was not considered to be a damage.”5

By the twentieth century, society had urbanized. And 
with the New Deal, the government began taking 
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on hundreds of major programs that required emi-
nent domain. Those included urban renewal, blight 
clearance, and construction of highways and public 
housing. During this period, courts refrained from 
constraining the government’s eminent domain 
powers, even if that meant favoring the government 
at the expense of property owners by limiting just 
compensation.

The government’s highway plans following World 
War II—initiated in response to Germany’s construc-
tion of a transit system to support its military in the 
1930s—expedited this process further. During the 
Eisenhower administration, almost every state had 
dozens of lawyers working full time on eminent 
domain cases related to blight clearance and high-
way construction.

During this period, some states started paying con-
demned property owners for more expenses. States 
typically did this through legislation that authorized 
courts to include relocation costs in condemna-
tion awards.6 As of the mid-1960s, however, most of 
these state statutes “had serious quantitative limita-
tions that [we]re not realistic in light of the actual 
expenses of moving personal property.”7

Around this time, studies began to show the nega-
tive consequences inherent in refusing payments 
for relocation expenses.8 In a 1964 speech, Presi-
dent Lyndon B. Johnson acknowledged that “for 
some, the inconvenience of displacement” for urban 
renewal projects “has meant only another slum 
dwelling and the likelihood of repeating this experi-
ence.”9 He likewise recognized that “small business-
men—especially those in leased premises—often 
incur[red] economic loss and hardship as a result of 
displacement by urban renewal or public housing 
which is not offset by current compensation prac-
tices and moving expense reimbursements.”10 In 
Congress’s “Declaration of findings and policy” to 
the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Prop-
erty Acquisition Act of 1970 (URA), it accounted for 
similar concerns, stating that “the displacement 
of businesses often results in their closure” and 
“minimizing the adverse impact of displacement is 

essential to maintaining the economic and social 
well-being of communities.”11

The insufficient payments for relocation expenses 
struck at people living in condemned residences. 
Most urban renewal projects operated in blighted 
areas with substandard housing. Unsurprisingly, 
many of the residents in these areas lacked the 
financial and social means to relocate absent addi-
tional compensation.12 Moreover, many of these 
impoverished residents were tenants at will and 
received no compensation in takings cases, even 
though they often incurred devastating moving 
expenses.13 To make matters worse, the government 
failed to build sufficient housing on condemned 
land, leaving a shortage of safe potential residences 
for displaced tenants and homeowners. “As of 1965, 
202,500 families had been relocated [under federal 
urban renewal programs], yet only 84,000 housing 
units had been constructed on renewal sites.”14

There was also a glaring lack of uniformity, which 
“provide[d] irritation and confusion in the communi-
ties affected.”15 “Throughout the debates and hear-
ings on the [URA], … advocates of the bill decried 
instances … in which families whose homes were 
acquired by the federal government pursuant to a 
plan to build a highway received assistance, while 
… families one block away whose homes were 
acquired by the government for the construction of 
a post office building received none.”16

By 1970, the national perception of this issue had 
moved substantially. People were concerned with 
the inequities inherent in urban renewal projects, 
and they believed that the compensation process 
inadequately protected the predominantly poor 
tenants and decimated small businesses. Following 
several states’ legislative initiatives, the federal gov-
ernment targeted this issue with legislation, most 
importantly, the URA.17 The URA was not without 
its flaws—and it has been amended several times 
since—but it made substantial progress towards 
truly making condemnees whole.

As part of our eminent domain practice—and espe-
cially in the past handful of years—we have assisted 
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in the relocation of several manufacturing and dis-
tribution businesses. While working on relocation 
issues, we have picked up a few useful points.

At its absolute core, the URA provides compensa-
tion to individuals and businesses displaced in the 
course of federally funded projects.18 More specifi-
cally, “[w]henever a program or project to be under-
taken by a displacing agency will result in the dis-
placement of any person, the head of the displacing 
agency shall provide for the payment to the dis-
placed person of”:

(1) actual reasonable expenses in moving him-
self, his family, business, farm operation, or 
other personal property;

(2) actual direct losses of tangible personal 
property as a result of moving or discontinuing 
a business or farm operation, but not to exceed 
an amount equal to the reasonable expenses 
that would have been required to relocate such 
property as determined by the head of the 
agency;

(3) actual reasonable expenses in searching for 
a replacement business or farm; and

(4) actual reasonable expenses necessary to 
reestablish a displaced farm, nonprofit organi-
zation, or small business at its new site, but not 
to exceed $25,000, as adjusted by regulation….19

Here are a few thoughts and suggestions on dis-
crete topics related to the URA:

Replacement property search and attorneys’ fees
As a disclaimer, jurisdictions vary in their applica-
tion of the Code of Federal Regulations. Under the 
applicable regulation, displaced parties are entitled 
to $2,500 for attorney fees utilized in purchasing 
the replacement property.20 These search fees are 
premised upon the owner spending $2,500 worth 
of time searching for a new site. A diary is required 
showing the time and the hourly rate. Although the 
fee for assisting in searching for a new location is 
categorized as a relocation cost, many local agen-
cies—including our own—apply the $2,500 limit to 

separately delineated attorney fees. In other words, 
if an attorney spends $2,500 worth of time in the 
closing of the purchase of the relocation site, the 
local authority will not also pay the search fee.

Business reestablishment expenses
In addition to other available grants, businesses are 
entitled to spend up to $25,000 upgrading their 
replacement buildings.21 This payment is in addition 
to the agency’s payment for relocating other per-
sonal property.

Agency discretion
Agencies have a great deal of discretion with several 
relocation topics. For example, agencies have some 
discretion to determine which building improve-
ments are necessary to protect the personal prop-
erty being moved. In the current market, oppor-
tunities to move are often limited. Where the only 
recourse to protect personal property is to make 
substantial modifications to the replacement build-
ing, the agency may include such costs in the grant 
process, even though they exceed the above-stated 
$25,000 limitation. Given that local agencies have 
tremendous—though not completely unfettered—
power over URA benefits, it is important to estab-
lish an amicable working relationship with them. 
The appeal process provides little path to relief. 
First, you appeal to a person appointed by the same 
agency, who will have to determine whether the 
original agent abused his or her discretion.22 Only 
after the final agency decision can an owner initiate 
an appeal through the judicial process. These cases 
involve federal money, so the appeal can typically 
be made in either state or federal court. This pro-
cess, however, is often long, arduous, and unsuc-
cessful given the deference provided to the agen-
cy’s decision.23

Payments prior to expenditure
Under certain circumstances, displaced parties are 
entitled to payment prior to their expenditures on 
relocation. Under the relevant regulation, “If a per-
son demonstrates the need for an advanced reloca-
tion payment in order to avoid or reduce a hardship, 
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the Agency shall issue the payment, subject to such 
safeguards as are appropriate to ensure that the 
objective of the payment is accomplished.”24 The 
same provision delineates the timing for submitting 
claims for agency review. 
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